
Anthony Sewell

Broadcast Internship @CUNYTV



How it all got started.

I heard about the internship through internship director, Prof Tanya Goetz via email blast and then 
Melanie Martinez (a student who I’d been working with told me she was just finishing said internship 
while we both we working with Prof Josh Kapusinski and the rest is history.

Well I had to apply, interview, wait and coordinate my schedule with work. 

Not a fun chat with my boss.



What’s CUNYTV?
CUNY TV is a non-commercial educational television station in New York City, part of 
City University of New York's university system. It provides tele-course programming 
varying in subjects from mathematics, physics, and biology to history, art, and social 
studies.  -Thanks Wikipedia

My responsibilities ranged and weren’t limited to:
* Attend meetings * Pitch story ideas * Research * Fact Check * Source B-roll * Interact with in house 
library team * Production Assist on Shoots * Production Assist on Edits * Production Assist in the Studio, 
Control Room & Green Room * Assist in online social distribution for assigned shows t

I even operated camera and animated show bumps.



Experiences at @CUNYTV



WeWork
Production Assistant/Second Camera 
Operator

Isaac Mizrahi
Production Assistant



LEARN THE EQUIPMENT
Videographer Kalin schooling us on mic 
care as we set up for portrait video

BE PERSONABLE, IT HELPS 
EVERYONE
Fellow Intern Sonia Colon and Producer 
Zyphus



OPEN UP & THE WORLD WILL 
GRAVITATE TOWARD YOU
Setting up A Day in the Life spot 
featuring yours truly. 

SKILLS WILL ALWAYS HELP 
IN THE FIELDS
Pencil-to-vector scan for use as an 
animated interstitial 



ALWAYS BE READY, YOU’RE
NEEDED TODAY
Relieving the director of camera duty.

I’m shooting!!!!! 

SKILLS WILL ALWAYS HELP 
IN THE FIELDS
Storyboarding for a stop-motion animation 



DOCUMENT EXPERIENCE
Shooting in the secret garden

ALWAYS CARE FOR TECH
Mic: I need one of these.



Internship Highs

Learned to use Sony FS7 
camera

Learned nuances to micing

Gained copious production 
credits

Learned professional 
conventions on team 
production

My graphics being used on 
television 

New network and bagful of 
recommendations



I’m still there after 
120 hours seeing a 
project through.



An article highlighting my e-portfolio blog shortly 
after uploading my internship experience 

That thing about the 
universe gravitating 
towards you



Contact

Anthony Sewell
Anthonysewell86@gmail.com
Anthonysewell.myportfolio.com

Original interior of the B.Altman department store building 
which is where the CUNYTV is housed within center 


